Total DoDEA Schools Including one Virtual School SY2022-2023

AMERICAS

- 8 DoDEA Schools
- 38 DoDEA Schools
- 4 DoDEA Schools
- 8 DoDEA Schools
- 53 DoDEA Schools
- 1 DoDEA School
- 2 DoDEA Schools
- 8 DoDEA Schools
- 4 DoDEA Schools

EUROPE

- 50 DoDEA Schools

PACIFIC

- 64 DoDEA Schools
- 45 DoDEA Schools

CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME
- Central Time Zone

CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
- Eastern Time Zone

CENTRAL EUROPEAN SUMMER TIME
- Central European Summer Time

CENTRAL EUROPEAN TIME
- Central European Time

EASTERN DAYLIGHT TIME
- Eastern Daylight Time

EASTERN STANDARD TIME
- Eastern Standard Time

BRITISH SUMMER TIME
- British Summer Time

 coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is also known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)

KOREA STANDARD TIME
- South Korea does not observe DST

JAPAN STANDARD TIME
- Japan does not observe DST

CHAMORRO STANDARD TIME
- Guam does not observe DST

Do not observe DST

CDT UTC-5
CST UTC-6
EDT UTC-4
EST UTC-5
AST UTC-4
GMT UTC
CEST UTC+1
CET UTC+1
EEST UTC+2
EET UTC+1
AST UTC+3
KST UTC+9
JST UTC+9
CHST UTC+10

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is also known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)